The molecular gradient using the divide-expand-consolidate resolution of the identity second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory: The DEC-RI-MP2 gradient Analytic energy derivatives for the calculation of the first-order molecular properties using the domain-based local pair-natural orbital coupled-cluster theory
I. INTRODUCTION
Highly accurate calculations of molecular energies and properties have been feasible for many years using coupled cluster (CC) theory. While it is possible to achieve accuracies challenging experiment, 1 the CC hierarchy of methods in a conventional formulation is restricted to small molecules due to an inherent high-polynomial scaling. With the increasing experimental possibilities and general interest in life and material sciences to address more and more complex chemical systems, the need for highly accurate electronic structure calculations for large molecules is growing rapidly. Since the steep scaling of the CC methods is a direct consequence of the nonlocal nature of the routinely used canonical Hartree-Fock (HF) orbitals, it was realized early that local orbitals would allow for an accurate linear-scaling description of the electronic correlation effects in large molecules and several local CC methods have been developed since.
Local correlation methods were pioneered by Pulay and Saebo, 2, 3 and an early prominent contribution is the local coupled cluster (LCC) method of Werner and coworkers. 4, 5 Many other local CC methods have been proposed, e.g., the atomic orbital (AO)-based CC, 6, 7 the natural linear scaling approach, 8 the cluster-in-a-molecule approach, [9] [10] [11] the divide-and-conquer approach, 12, 13 the fragment molecular orbital (MO) approach, 14, 15 and the incremental scheme. 16, 17 Linear scaling has also been achieved in second order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) calculations using a Laplace-transformation of the energy denominator 18 with an effective integral screening. 19, 20 In recent years the highly successful pair natural orbitals [21] [22] [23] and orbital specific virtual orbitals 24 have been used in order to achieve linear scaling a) Electronic mail: pettenhuber@gmail.com for CC methods. In local CC methods, ad hoc approximations have often been introduced, for example, by assigning fixed virtual correlating orbital spaces to local occupied orbitals, or by a physical fragmentation of the molecule. The precision of a local correlated calculation compared to a standard calculation is in general made unclear by these approximations.
In the standard CC methods, the precision of a calculation is determined by the residual norm threshold for the cluster amplitude equations. The precision is thus defined prior to a calculation. This a priori knowledge of the precision is an important feature and one of the reasons for the success of CC calculations on small molecular systems. In the recently introduced divide-expand-consolidate (DEC) local CC method, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] the precision is similarly defined prior to a calculation. In the DEC method, a calculation on a full molecular system is divided into a sequence of single fragment and pair fragment calculations referencing small parts of the orbital space of the full molecular system and the precision is defined by the fragment optimization threshold (FOT) that is imposed on the single fragment energy calculations. The FOT is used to identify the orbital spaces where the cluster amplitude equations have to be solved to give the single fragment energies to the FOT precision. Using unions of single fragment orbital spaces in the pair fragment calculations, the precision of the total energy is ultimately determined by the FOT value as demonstrated numerically in Refs. 25-27, 31, and 32 . In this paper, we describe how these orbital spaces for the single fragment calculations may be determined for the MP2 and CC with singles and doubles excitations (CCSD) models. The screening of pair fragments that is necessary to obtain a linear-scaling algorithm for determining the total correlation energy with rigorous error control will be described in a forthcoming publication.
A DEC calculation may be described both in terms of an occupied and a virtual partitioning of the CC correlation energy, 27 which provide two alternative ways of partitioning the correlation energy for the full molecular system into fragment calculations using subsets of the complete molecular orbital space. These two partitioning schemes therefore provide an internal consistency check of the precision 29 and both schemes have been required for calculating molecular gradients. 28 We have previously carried out a locality analysis for the occupied partitioning scheme, which demonstrates how orbital spaces may be selected for evaluating the single fragment energies. 26 In this paper, we improve and generalize this locality analysis to include the virtual partitioning scheme. We analyze the general coupling mechanisms in the MP2 and CCSD amplitude equations theoretically as well as numerically, and we investigate the resulting errors when the amplitude equations are solved in a restricted local orbital space. For MP2, the only coupling mechanism is caused by short-ranged Fock matrix terms in the MP2 amplitude equations, while for the CCSD model, orbital space extensions may also occur via a mechanism involving longrange interactions originating from two-electron integrals in the CCSD amplitude equations. We demonstrate that both the MP2 and CCSD equations may be solved in local restricted orbital spaces with rigorous error control in the single fragment energy.
In Section II we summarize the DEC algorithm. In Section III we analyze the locality of the MP2 and CCSD amplitude equations and identify the coupling mechanisms in the amplitude equations. In Section IV we use this information to develop a practical black-box algorithm that may be used to determine the single fragment energies to the FOT precision. In Section V we analyze the efficiency of the single fragment optimization algorithm numerically and in Section VI we give some concluding remarks.
II. THE DEC ALGORITHM SUMMARIZED
In this section we briefly summarize the DEC-CC method with emphasis on giving the background that is required for determining the local orbital spaces needed to solve cluster amplitude equations and obtain the single fragment energies to the predefined FOT tolerance.
The CC correlation energy for a closed-shell molecular system may be expressed as
where t a i and t ab i j are the singles and doubles cluster amplitudes, respectively, g ia j b are two-electron integrals in the Mulliken notation, and we have introduced τ ab i j = t ab i j + t a i t b j and L ia j b = 2g ia j b − g ib j a . Indices i, j (a, b) refer to occupied (unoccupied) HF molecular orbitals (MOs) {φ} and indices p, q,r, s,t denote MO indices of unspecified occupation. For simplicity we assume real MOs throughout the paper. For a set of local HF orbitals, each orbital may be assigned to a site (e.g., an orbital, a collection of neighboring orbitals, an atom, or a collection thereof) P,Q, . . .. Each site P thus gets assigned a set of occupied P and unoccupied P orbital indices. For local orbitals a charge distribution ω pq = φ p φ q is nonzero only if the MOs φ p and φ q are close in space. An integral g ia j b is thus non-negligible only if the charge distributions ω ia and ω j b are non-negligible, i.e., orbitals φ i and φ a are assigned to sites that are close to each other and similarly for orbitals φ j and φ b . If φ i and φ j (φ a and φ b ) are both assigned to site P, we will write i, j ∈ P (a, b ∈ P), and g ia j b is non-negligible and contributes to the energy only if a, b ∈ [P] (i, j ∈ [P]), where the bracket denotes the set of orbitals spatially close to site P, including P itself. For compactness we will collectively refer to the local occupied [P] and virtual [P] orbital spaces as [P] .
Replacing the summations in Eq. (1) by summations over sites and pairs of sites and using that some of the two-electron integrals may be neglected (to a given precision), we may write the correlation energy as 25, 27 
where x refers to either the occupied (x = o) or the virtual (x = v) partitioning scheme. The occupied single fragment energy E o P for site P and occupied pair interaction energy E o PQ between sites P and Q may be expressed as
and
The virtual single fragment energy E v P and pair interaction energy E v PQ may similarly be calculated according to
and 
where P o EOS refers to a collection of four orbital indices with i, j ∈ P and a, b ∈ [P]. We will use the following compact notation for P o EOS :
Similarly, E v P requires the amplitudes of the virtual EOS from Eq. (5) , which can be written as P o EOS and P v EOS are depicted schematically in Fig. 1 . We henceforth use the generic P x EOS , E x P , and E x PQ to refer to one of the partitioning schemes. In order to obtain the single fragment and pair interaction energies to the predefined precision, the amplitudes of P x EOS have to be known, and the accurate determination of these is the focus of the following discussion.
When evaluating fragment energies E x P in local orbital spaces, two primary error types arise. To illustrate these two error types, we consider the evaluation of a fragment energy E o P of the occupied partitioning scheme. The two error types may be summarized as follows:
1. the summation restriction ab ∈ [P] in Eq. (3) in the evaluation of E o P ; 2. the amplitudes used for evaluating E o P are obtained by solving the amplitude equations in a restricted orbital space.
Note that in the limit where the amplitudes are obtained from a calculation that includes the total orbital space, only error type 1 is present. To schematically illustrate how the two error types affect the size of the orbital space, we have plotted the errors in E o P in Fig. 2 E o P are then given for two cases where the orbital space is truncated at a given distance from site P. For the solid magenta line, amplitudes have been obtained from a calculation that includes the total molecular orbital space and the summation (Eq. (3)) has been truncated. The magenta line therefore only displays the decay of errors of type 1. For the green dashed line, amplitudes are used where the amplitude equations have been solved in an orbital space that has been truncated at the same distance from P as used for the EOS. Thus, the dashed line contains errors of both types 1 and 2. The difference between the dashed and solid lines therefore represents errors of type 2. In order to evaluate E o P to the requested FOT precision in a practical calculation, it is therefore necessary to include the coupling space, denoted by the arrow, in addition to the EOS. The mechanisms which define the coupling space in MP2 and CCSD calculations are identified in Section III.
III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS: ORBITAL SPACES IN DEC-CC FRAGMENT ENERGY CALCULATIONS
In this section we carry out a theoretical locality analysis to identify the mechanisms that are responsible for introducing the coupling between the amplitudes of the EOS and the amplitudes of the neighboring orbital spaces. After these mechanisms have been established, we discuss how the coupling may be included in a fragment energy calculation to obtain EOS amplitudes giving the single fragment energy to a predefined precision. In Sections III A and III B we describe the MP2 and CCSD models, respectively, while Section III C contains numerical support for the theoretical analysis. Note that the following discussion is a theoretical analysis, while the practical implementation is described in Section IV.
A. Space extensions in MP2 fragment calculations
The MP2 amplitude equations constitute a set of linear equations with a positive definite coefficient matrix
If a canonical HF basis is used, the Fock matrix is diagonal and Eq. (10) is solved in one iteration. If a basis of local orbitals is used, the Fock matrix is diagonally dominant 33 and Eq. (10) may be solved in a few iterations using standard iterative algorithms, such as the conjugate gradient or the conjugate residual methods. 34, 35 In this section, we will use the conjugate residual method as an analysis tool for solving the MP2 amplitude equations in a restricted orbital space. For the locality analysis we assume that Eq. (10) is expressed in terms of a set of local HF orbitals and that the Fock matrix and the two-electron integrals are local. These assumptions are backed up numerically in Appendix A for a set of molecules.
Iterative solution of the MP2 amplitude equations
When solving Eq. (10) using the conjugate residual algorithm, the amplitudes of iteration (n + 1) are determined from the amplitudes of iteration n, t ab i j, n+1 = t ab i j, n + αR ab i j, n ,
where the residual R ab i j, n of iteration n
is used as a search direction. In the conjugate residual method, a line search is performed along the residual direction by optimizing the α parameter. The line search affects the convergence rate of the algorithm, but it does not influence how new orbital spaces are introduced in the iterative algorithm. For simplicity, we therefore set α = 1 in the rest of this analysis.
In iteration n, the single fragment energy for fragment P is
where the summation over P x EOS indicates a summation with t ab i j , L ia j b ∈ P x EOS as defined by Eqs. (8) and (9), i.e., for the occupied partitioning scheme (x = o), the indices will be restricted as i, j ∈ P and a, b ∈ [P], while, for the virtual partitioning scheme (x = v), i, j ∈ [P] and a, b ∈ P. Using Eqs. (11) and (13) the energy change in iteration n, ∆E x P, n , is given by
where E x P,0 ≡ 0. The converged single fragment energy may then be written as
where we have used Eqs. (13) and (14) and where E x P = E x P, n i t and n it is the total number of iterations in the iterative scheme. The residual R n ∈ P x EOS approaches zero with increasing n and ∆E x P, n therefore becomes negligible. In Sec. III A 2, we will apply the iterative procedure defined by Eqs. (11) and (12) and analyse the propagation of the orbital space throughout the iterative procedure to identify the target orbital space required for determining E x P to the predefined precision.
Propagation of orbital spaces during the iterative procedure
The EOS amplitudes are defined in the P o EOS and P v EOS spaces for the occupied and virtual partitioning schemes, respectively, see Fig. 1 . However, it is convenient to extend these spaces slightly to put the locality analysis for the occupied and virtual partitioning schemes on an equal footing. We therefore introduce the target space, P 1 ,
which includes the EOS for both the occupied and virtual partitioning schemes,
In the first iteration of the iterative procedure described in Eqs. (11) and (12), all amplitudes are set to zero,
and therefore E x P,1 = ∆E x P,1 = 0. The single fragment energy is defined by the EOS amplitudes, and we therefore restrict the residual of the first iteration to the target space P 1 . Using Eq. (12), we thus obtain
Using Eqs. (11) and (17), the amplitudes of the second iteration become
The energy difference between the first and second iterations is thus
where we have used Eq. (14) . The EOS amplitudes in Eq. (19) relax through the iterations and we now identify the coupling mechanism leading to this relaxation.
In the second iteration, the amplitudes in P 1 couple directly to sites in the proximity of [P] through summations with non-negligible Fock matrix elements in the residual of Eq. (12) . The total (extended) coupling environment of the EOS amplitudes in iteration 2 is denoted [P] 2 ([P] ⊂ [P] 2 ). For example, the following terms of Eq. (12) for the second iteration illustrate space extensions of the occupied and virtual spaces, respectively, 
where we have used Eq. (19) to restrict the summations in k and c. The residual of the second iteration is therefore extended to the space
which is illustrated by Fig. 3 and may be written as
For the following analysis, it is convenient to generalize the notation of Eqs. (16) and (22) and introduce the space P n ,
FIG. 3. Iteration 2: The P 1 space is symbolized by the squares in red and magenta. The residual is generated in the P 2 space (all colored boxes) where the cyan squares symbolize the space extension P 2 \ P 1 in iteration 2. This space interacts directly with the orbitals of the target space P 1 .
where [P] n ([P] n ) is the set of occupied (virtual) orbitals which have non-negligible Fock matrix elements with at least one of the orbitals in [P] n−1 ([P] n−1 ) and where
). We also note that P n−1 ⊂ P n and we will denote the space components of P n which are not contained in P n−1 as P n \ P n−1 . The amplitudes of the third iteration t ab i j,3 will be generated in P 2 according to Eqs. (11) and (21) giving the residual R ab i j,3 ∈ P 3 , such that more, yet untouched components, of the environment of P enters the residual through the coupling mechanism described in Eq. (21) . The new space components will not be coupled to P 1 directly as the Fock matrix elements between these spaces are negligible, see Fig. 4 . The amplitudes of the P 3 \ P 2 space thus interact directly with the amplitudes of the P 2 \ P 1 space which in turn couples with the amplitudes in the P 1 space. Hence, the relaxation effects of the P 3 \ P 2 space on the EOS amplitudes will be small and indirect, and these effects will therefore be referred to as secondary coupling effects.
For the fourth and following iterations, these mechanisms are preserved, i.e., additional couplings are introduced in the already considered space and new spaces are introduced which indirectly couple to the P 1 space through other spaces. The effects on the EOS amplitudes from the newly introduced spaces thus become more indirect and smaller for each successive iteration.
The above developments may be summarized as follows. To evaluate the fragment energies, we need the amplitudes of the P x EOS ⊂ P 1 space that were introduced in iteration 1. In the second iteration, direct coupling to the outside space P 2 \ P x EOS is introduced which affects the EOS amplitudes significantly. The relaxation of the EOS amplitudes through the additional components in the P 2 \ P x EOS space is therefore important for the evaluation of the single fragment energy. The effects of the additional spaces introduced in the following iterations affect the EOS amplitudes only indirectly. The requested precision will consequently define how much of the environment of P has to be considered. Thus, we may introduce an effective coupling space P EFF where the MP2 equations are solved to give the EOS amplitudes to the requested (FOT) precision. This effective space may be defined as
When calculating the single fragment energy, we may correspondingly replace [P] and [P] in Eqs. The residual is generated in the P 3 space (all colored boxes) where the orbitals of sites with light yellow squares (P 3 \ P 2 ) symbolize the orbitals which interact directly with the orbitals of the P 2 \ P 1 space (cyan) through non-negligible Fock matrix elements, but not directly with the orbitals of the P 1 space (red and magenta).
which will be generically referred to as P x,EFF EOS , while [P] EFF and [P] EFF will be collectively referred to as [P] EFF . The extent [P] EFF therefore defines both P EFF (where the amplitude equations are solved) and P x,EFF EOS (where the single fragment energy is evaluated).
B. Space extension in CCSD fragment calculations
The CCSD amplitude equations may be viewed as a nonlinear extension of the MP2 amplitude equations where the additional terms are of higher order in a Møller-Plesset perturbation analysis. 1 Thus, the energetically largest contributions leading to a space extension have been considered in Section III A 2. The focus of this section is to analyze the space extensions that may be introduced in the residual of Eq. (11) by the additional terms of the CCSD amplitude equations. The CCSD singles residual in the T 1 -transformed formulation may be expressed as 1
and the CCSD doubles residual reads
where the individual terms are given in Table I . The T 1transformed integrals (denoted by a tilde in Table I ) are given by 1g Doubles terms:
Singles terms:
where µ, ν, ρ, and σ are atomic orbital (AO) indices, and the particle Λ p and hole Λ h transformation matrices are defined via the MO coefficient matrix C as
and the t 1 matrix is
When the singles amplitudes are neglected, CCSD R D becomes the nonlinear CCD residual CCD R (removing the tildes in the doubles terms in Table I ). The starting point for analyzing orbital space extensions for CCSD single fragment energy calculations will be an analysis of the CCD residual in Section III B 1, while we consider the effect of the CCSD singles amplitudes in Section III B 2.
For the MP2 analysis in Section III A 2, we have encountered the space extension mechanism caused by nonnegligible Fock matrix elements. For the CCD and CCSD analysis, additional space extension mechanisms can be identified. We will consider the following four mechanisms which collectively represent error type 2 of Section II:
1. Propagation due to non-negligible Fock matrix elements (identified in Section III A 2). 2. Propagation due to non-negligible charge distributions in two-electron integrals. 3. Propagation due to long-range interactions between charge distributions (dipole-dipole effects). 4. Propagation due to the Fock matrix constructed from a T 1 -transformed density (charge-polarization effects).
Mechanisms 1, 2, and 3 are present for CCD and will be discussed in Section III B 1, while mechanism 4 is present only for CCSD and will be discussed in Section III B 2.
Space extension mechanisms in the CCD model
To analyse the space extension process in a CCD context, we use the framework established for MP2 in Section III A with the only modification that, when solving the nonlinear CCD equations using the conjugate residual method, the residual R ab i j, n defined in Eq. (12) is replaced by the residual CCD R ab i j, n . The MP2 amplitude equations (Eq. (12)) correspond to g aib j in Ω A2 and the Fock matrix terms of Ω E2 in the CCD amplitude equations. The CCD equations thus contain additional terms where two-electron integrals are contracted linearly or quadratically with cluster amplitudes. The quadratic terms do not contribute to the space extension of the residual since all indices entering these contributions are fixed by the amplitudes of the previous iteration. For example, in the second part of the Ω B2 n term,  k l  c d t ab k l, n t c d i j, n g k cl d , the integral indices are fixed to the space of the cluster amplitudes of iteration n and therefore no space extension is introduced by this component of the residual.
As an example for the space propagation according to mechanism 2, we consider the second term of Ω A2 aib j, n , i.e.,
At iteration n the amplitudes are defined in P n−1 , and the dummy indices c and d are therefore restricted to this space. Hence, the free indices a, b of the integrals g acbd are restricted by the locality of the charge distributions ω ac and ω bd . All terms of CCD doubles residual may be grouped into the categories following mechanism 1 or 2 except for one of the terms in Ω D2 n , denoted as Ω D2.1 n , which follows mechanism 3,
Any additional space components P n \ P n−1 of iteration n contribute via this term to the single fragment energy as dipole-dipole interactions with an inverse sixth power decay with the distance between center P and the charge distribution ω k c . This may be understood from the perspective of a residual component in the EOS, Ω D2.1 aib j, n ∈ P x EOS , which enters the single fragment energy in Eq. (14) . The contribution of the new space components P n \ P n−1 where the charge distribution ω k c may be located decays with its distance from P x EOS in an inverse sixth order manner because ω k c occurs in Eq. (35) in both the two-electron integral and the amplitudes, both of which decay with the inverse third power 27 of the distance between ω k c and P. Furthermore, the contribution from this direct long-range modification is expected to be small since it only slightly modifies one of many residual contributions Ω D2.1 aib j, n + · · · ∈ P x EOS entering Eq. (14) . Based on this discussion, we expect that mechanism 3 has a small effect on the single fragment energy which becomes important only when very high precision is requested, which will be substantiated numerically in Section III C and Appendix A.
Space extension mechanisms in the CCSD model with focus on the effect of singles
In Section III B 1, we have described the progression of the space extension for the cluster amplitudes in a CCD calculation. In this section we examine the space progression for CCSD with focus on the singles amplitudes. As for the doubles amplitudes, the singles EOS amplitudes are defined by Eqs. (3) and (5) . We note from Table I that the indices i and a of the singles amplitude equations are coupled only by mechanisms 1 and 2, and their distance decay will thus be similar to the Fock matrix and two-electron integral decays (see Appendix A). Furthermore, since the singles amplitudes enter quadratically in Eqs. (3) and (5), their direct effect on the single fragment energy is expected to be significantly smaller than the effect of the doubles amplitudes. However we need to evaluate the coupling effects introduced by the singles into the CCSD residual. For this reason, we first consider how the T 1 -transformation introduces coupling effects through the two-electron integrals. After this, special attention is given to the T 1 -transformed Fock matrix.
As an illustrative example of the effect of the T 1transformation on the two-electron integrals, we consider the integral contributiong aib j from Table I for the occupied EOS, i.e.,g aib j ∈ P o EOS in an analogous argument as for the Ω D2.1 term. Using Eq. (30)g aib j may be written as
where one example of a linear term is given and the dots indicate further linear contributions. Terms, which are quadratic and higher order in the singles amplitudes, are very small and may be neglected for the purpose of this analysis. Since we considerg aib j ∈ P o EOS , the linear term in Eq. (36) will only couple to the space outside P o EOS through non-negligible charge distributions ω k i , where the k index expands through mechanism 2 and its effect on the single fragment energy quickly becomes negligible beyond P 2 . This analysis thus suggests that the space extensions associated with the T 1 -transformed two-electron integrals are captured by the same mechanisms that describe the CCD space extension.
The Ω E2 n , Ω C1 n , and Ω D1 n terms have Fock matrix contributions constructed from a T 1 -transformed density matrix which, using Eqs. (31) and (32), can be written as
where D µν is the HF density matrix for the full system. The singles polarized part of the density matrix in Eq. (38) introduces long-range charge-polarization effects into the AO Fock matrix in Eq. (37) . In a practical DEC calculation, only the singles polarization effects within the [P] EFF space are captured. This error type was denoted mechanism 4 in the beginning of Section III B and it is only important for high precision calculations. One possible strategy for including long-range charge-polarization effects is to do as follows:
• Carry out all single fragment calculations and store the (short-ranged) singles amplitudes t a i with i ∈ P and a ∈ [P] EFF for each fragment P.
• Collect all these contributions in a matrix t full 1 with full molecular dimensions.
• Construct an approximate T 1 transformed density matrix using t full 1 in Eq. (38) (full molecule). • Construct an approximate T 1 transformed Fock matrix F µν according to Eq. (37) (full molecule). • A second round of single (and pair) fragment calculations is carried out where the constructed Fock matrixF µν is used (using a different subset of AO indices { µ, ν} for each fragment as described in Appendix B). In each fragment calculationF µν is kept fixed throughout the local CC iterations.
We illustrate the effect of using a long-range corrected T 1 transformed Fock matrix numerically in Section III C.
Summary for the space extension in a fragment CCSD calculation
In summary, the theoretical analysis of the present section demonstrates that, for both the MP2 and CCSD models, calculations may be carried out where the amplitude equations are solved in a subspace of the total orbital space. For the MP2 model, coupling is introduced through non-negligible Fock matrix elements (mechanism 1). For the CCD and CCSD models, which include terms of higher order in the fluctuation potential, additional coupling mechanisms have been identified. Coupling through nonnegligible charge distributions in the two-electron integrals (mechanism 2) concerns all terms in the CCSD amplitude equations except the Ω D2.1 term in Eq. (35) (mechanism 3). Since the distance decay of coupling mechanism 2 is usually faster than the distance decay of the Fock matrix (see Appendix A), mechanism 2 is in general taken into account when mechanism 1 is considered. The coupling effects via long-range dipole-dipole interactions (mechanism 3) and the long-range polarization of the Fock matrix (mechanisms 4) are expected to contribute to the coupling error only to a small extent. We may therefore, in general, redefine the square bracket notation [P] EFF as the orbital space that interacts with P through any of the mechanisms 1-4, and conclude that the amplitude equations may be solved in the associated subspace P EFF of Eq. (25) . The occupied (x = o) or virtual (x = v) fragment energies E x P are then evaluated in P x,EFF EOS of Eq. (26) or (27) to within the predefined precision. Furthermore, we can conclude that it may suffice to determine the fragment space [P] EFF for a CCSD calculation using the MP2 model, unless high precision is requested. Numerical results will be given in Section III C to substantiate this point. We also note that the perturbative triples correction to the CCSD energy, CCSD(T), may be evaluated using the same fragment spaces as for the DEC-CCSD calculation. 31 Here, we have carried out the analysis of the fragment sizes for the fragments referencing a single site in Eqs. (3) and (5) . We note that for the fragments referencing pairs of sites in Eqs. (4) and (6), an analogous analysis results in the same extensions due to the identical mechanisms in the MP2 and CCSD equations. The pair fragment spaces can thus be obtained as unions of single fragment spaces.
C. Numerical support for the theoretical developments
In this section we investigate the assumptions and conclusions from Sections III A and III B for three representative molecules with different chemical properties, (i) palmitic acid (semi-linear molecule), (ii) a glycine α-helix (bulky molecule), and (iii) Hexadeca-1,3,5,7,9,11,13, 15-octaene (conjugated system), see Table II . The structures of these molecules are given as supplementary material. 39 All calculations in this section were performed with Dunning's cc-pVDZ basis set 36 using the frozen core approximation in order to have molecules with a reasonable spatial extent where it is still possible to carry out the reference calculations for the full system. The orbitals have been localized using the second power of the second moment orbitals. 37, 38 The prerequisite for the theoretical fragment analysis of Section III was the distance decay of the two-electron integrals and the Fock matrix elements from a specific center P in the molecule. This prerequisite is confirmed in Appendix A for the set of test molecules and the single fragment energies E x P may therefore be determined to a predefined tolerance by solving the amplitude equations in a restricted orbital space P EFF .
In the following we will exemplify the sizes of coupling spaces that are necessary in actual calculations to determine the fragment energy E x P for a set of selected atomic sites P. Specifically we choose as site P the protonated oxygen of system (i), the α-carbon of the N-terminal glycine of system (ii), and one of the terminal carbons of system (iii). All sites were chosen at the rim of the molecules to better expose the distance decay behaviors of the fragment energy errors.
In Fig. 2 we have schematically illustrated how the coupling space can be identified. Below, we describe a practical realization of Fig. 2 . To obtain the magenta line of Fig. 2 , the absolute errors in E x P , |∆E x P | are plotted for calculations where the amplitude equations have been solved in the full orbital space P full (all orbitals of the molecular system are included) and [P] EFF in P x,EFF EOS is truncated at a given distance R P from center P (denoted Approach A). For the green line in Fig. 2 , a practical realization is obtained by plotting errors in E x P , where [P] EFF is truncated at a given distance R P in both the space where the amplitude equations are solved P EFF and in the EOS P x,EFF EOS (denoted Approach B). The practical errors in E x P for both the occupied (x = o) and virtual (x = v) partitioning schemes are given in Fig. 5 for the three selected fragments in the upper and lower rows, respectively.
For approach A (magenta curves), the error in the single fragment energy converges rapidly and with a very similar rate with the distance R P for both models (MP2 A or CCSD A ) and both partitioning schemes. For approach B (green curves), larger spaces are needed for both MP2 B (circles) and CCSD B (triangles) models. The MP2 B fragment energy errors are always positive and converge smoothly to the correct result, whereas the CCSD B fragment energy errors have a somewhat more erratic behavior as well as occasional artificially low errors due to changes in the sign of the CCSD B fragment energy errors when increasing the fragment orbital space. The sign of the fragment energy errors for MP2 B may be understood from the MP2 correlation energy expression in FIG. 5. Decay of the MP2 and CCSD fragment energy errors, upon increasing the orbital space for the three test systems (i), (ii), and (iii) and both the occupied (o) and virtual (v) partitioning schemes, given in the upper and lower rows, respectively. The amplitude equations have been solved in the full space (only error type 1, magenta, superscript A) and in a restricted orbital space (error type 1+2, green, superscript B).
FIG. 6. Effect of the singles polarization in the Fock matrix (mechanism 4) for the three test systems (i), (ii), and (iii) for both the occupied (o) and virtual (v) partitionings, given in the upper and lower rows, respectively. The green curves (CCSD B ) include the error introduced by mechanism 4, which has been removed for the yellow curves (CCSD C ) by using the exact singles polarized Fock matrix. the canonical basis, which effectively contains a summation over squared two-electron integrals divided by negative orbital energy differences. Hence, any truncation of this expression would lead to an energy that is less negative than the true canonical MP2 energy. Although the fragment energies are evaluated in the local basis, this feature carries over to the MP2 fragment energies, i.e., any truncation leads to MP2 B fragment energies that are not negative enough. No such simple expression exists for the standard CCSD energy, which requires the solution of the non-linear CCSD amplitude equations, and the sign of the CCSD B fragment errors can therefore alternate as the fragment is expanded due to changes in the coupling environment in the CCSD fragment amplitude equations.
The horizontal difference between the green and magenta curves in Fig. 5 displays the size of the coupling space needed for a given precision. We note that the size of the coupling space depends on the model, the molecule, and the partitioning scheme. For |∆E x P | values larger than 10 −4 a.u., the coupling spaces are of similar size for the three test fragments. For smaller |∆E x P | values, the conjugated system (iii) requires larger coupling spaces than systems (i) and (ii), in particular for the virtual partitioning scheme.
In order to study the effect of the polarization of the Fock matrix by the singles amplitudes (mechanism 4, in Section III B 2), we introduce the CCSD C model where we eliminate errors from coupling mechanism 4 by using a singles polarized Fock matrixF (see Table I ) constructed from the converged singles amplitudes (no approximations in Eq. (38)).
In Fig. 6 , we report calculations for the three test fragments for the models CCSD B and CCSD C . From Fig. 6 it is evident that eliminating mechanism 4 in general decreases the CCSD fragment energy error. In particular, for the conjugated system, correcting for coupling mechanism 4 leads to reduced fragment sizes in the high-precision regime.
In summary, the calculations of the current section support the general conclusion of Sections III A and III B. Fragment energies to a given precision can be obtained by solving the CC amplitude equations in a restricted space when local orbitals are used, and unless high precision is requested, the fragment orbital spaces obtained at the MP2 level may be sufficient for CCSD calculations. For high-precision calculations, it was shown that it may be beneficial to account for the singles polarization of the Fock matrix in order to obtain smaller fragments. However, the investigation also shows that the coupling spaces depend on the model, the partitioning scheme, and the molecule and, in particular, that larger spaces may be necessary for the virtual partitioning scheme. In Section IV we develop a black box algorithm for determining the local fragment orbital spaces.
IV. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION: DETERMINING SINGLE FRAGMENT ORBITAL SPACES
In the theoretical locality analysis of Section III, we have identified the various coupling mechanisms that arise when MP2 and CCSD amplitude equations are solved in a restricted orbital space. In this section we describe a practical implementation for the determination of single fragment orbital spaces such that the single fragment energy error is of the requested (FOT) precision.
The single fragment optimization algorithm for the single fragment energy E x P includes two main steps: the single fragment expansion procedure where [P] EFF is increased until the energy difference between the last two expansion steps is lower than the FOT, and the reduction procedure where [P] EFF is fine tuned (reduced) without compromising the precision of the single fragment energy.
For the discussion of the single fragment optimization procedure, it is convenient to introduce the reference single fragment energies E x, f P , evaluated from P x,full EOS (all orbitals included in Eqs. (26) and (27))
where the amplitudes τ ab, f i j are obtained from P full .
A. Expansion of the orbital space
In the first step of the single fragment expansion algorithm, the local orbitals are ordered according to a measure that estimates their contribution to the single fragment energy E x P . Based on the analysis in Section III, a simple yet reasonable measure is the distance between the orbital's center of charge and the center P of the single fragment. In each expansion step a predefined number of orbitals (vide infra) is added to the single fragment orbital space [P] EFF . The single fragment expansion is illustrated in Fig. 7 (left) . In each expansion step, the energy is evaluated at the requested level of theory using Eqs. (3) and (5) , and the energy difference between two subsequent steps i and i + 1 is calculated,
The expansion procedure continues until δ e E x P (n − 1) < FOT, and the energy contribution from orbitals not included in [P] EFF of step n is therefore assumed to be below the requested precision. In the following, we consider the space of expansion step n, [P] n EFF , as the reference space [P] REF and its associated energy, E x P (n), as the reference energy E REF P for the single fragment reduction procedure. Thus, for the requested (FOT) precision, we assume |E REF P − E x, f P | ≪ FOT, which is a reasonable assumption due to the rapid decay of the single fragment energy with respect to the inclusion of additional orbitals provided enough orbitals are included in each step, see, e.g., Fig. 5 . In order for |E REF P − E x, f P | ≪ FOT to hold, the number of orbitals added in each expansion step needs to be large enough to avoid false convergence, but also small enough to avoid that the expanded orbital space [P] REF becomes unacceptably large. In practice we include 5 · n orb /n atoms orbitals in each expansion step, where n atoms is the number of atoms and n orb is the number of orbitals in the molecule. Extensive testing has shown that this choice is a reasonable compromise between accuracy and computational cost.
B. Reduction of the orbital space
The reduction step defines the final single fragment orbital spaces and thus the pair fragment orbital spaces which are obtained as unions of single fragment spaces. Since the pair fragment calculations dominate the total DEC calculation, it is crucial to reduce the single fragment sizes as much as possible within the chosen FOT precision to reduce the cost of the total calculation. To achieve this, a binary search algorithm is used in connection with a priority list of orbitals where the energy of the expanded single fragment, E REF P , serves as a reference. For the calculations presented in Section V, we have chosen the same distance ordered list as in the expansion procedure. This is an obvious choice but other lists that produce similar results have also been tested (e.g., a list based on orbital contributions to the single fragment energy, or the absolute size of Fock matrix elements). The priority list is used to remove the least important orbitals of the [P] REF orbital space in the reduction procedure, see Fig. 7 (right). After each step j in the binary search algorithm, the energy is evaluated and compared to the energy of the reference single fragment,
The step is accepted if and in this case the next step is chosen to further decrease the single fragment size. On the other hand, if δE x P ≥ FOT, the next step is chosen to increase the single fragment size, see Fig. 7 . This process is repeated until the orbital space [P] EFF does not change significantly, e.g., if the difference in the number of orbitals between two subsequent steps is less than 5% of the number of orbitals in [P] REF . The final single fragment orbital space is the one that corresponds to the last accepted step of the reduction procedure.
C. Summary and cost reduction considerations
The single fragment optimization algorithm in Fig. 7 is by no means unique but it is a model-and molecule-independent and easily programmable black-box approach, which ensures that each single fragment energy has a precision corresponding to the input FOT and thus ultimately defines the precision of the total calculation. We also note, that the single fragment optimization may be performed for x = o, x = v, or both simultaneously.
In order to reduce the cost of the single fragment optimization, it can be performed at a lower level of theory than that of the target model. For example, for a DEC-CCSD calculation, it may be possible to determine the single fragment orbital spaces by applying the procedure in Fig. 7 to the MP2 model. As will be described in Section V, this is a feasible approach for a typical FOT (e.g., FOT = 10 −4 a.u.), while for high-precision work, a reliable DEC-CCSD energy requires that the CCSD model is also used for the single fragment optimization algorithm in Fig. 7 , in particular if the virtual partitioning scheme is used. In this case, the convergence of the single fragment optimization procedure is evaluated based on both the CCSD and the MP2 single fragment energies (MP2/CCSD) in order to avoid false convergence that might occur because the sign of the CCSD errors might alternate during the expansion/reduction procedure (MP2 errors are in general positive). It is also possible to further reduce the cost by invoking, e.g., the resolution-of-the-identity (RI) in the single fragment optimization algorithm. 32 Finally, we note that in each fragment calculation, the AO space is truncated by fitting the MOs as described in Appendix B. This reduces the number of AO integrals that need to be evaluated.
V. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
The algorithm devised in Fig. 7 is a black-box method that operates based on the locality considerations of Section III. In this section we numerically demonstrate that this algorithm leads to single fragment energies with the requested precision.
We have performed a series of calculations on six different systems using Dunning's correlation consistent cc-pVDZ and cc-pVTZ basis sets 36 (see Table II and supplementary material 39 for the atomic coordinates), and for the orbital localization, we have used the second power of the second moment localized orbitals. 37, 38 For all calculations, the single fragment optimization in Fig. 7 was carried out for both partitioning schemes simultaneously. The calculations used the frozen core approximation and were carried out using a local version of the  program. 40, 41 For the CCSD calculations, we have not used the long-range corrected Fock matrix.
In Fig. 8 , we have plotted the distributions of the numerical values of the single fragment energy errors
where E x, f P is given by Eqs. (39) and (40) full calculation is feasible at the MP2 and CCSD levels of theory. The orbital spaces ([P] EFF ) for the calculations presented in Fig. 8 were optimized at the MP2 level of theory for the MP2 single fragment energy errors, and at the combined MP2/CCSD level of theory for the CCSD single fragment energy errors using the algorithm in Fig. 7 and for decreasing values of the FOT (top panels 10 −3 a.u., middle panels 10 −4 a.u., lower panels 10 −5 a.u.). In general, the single fragment optimization procedure leads to errors that are of the requested precision, but errors slightly larger than the FOT may occur, because the single fragment reduction procedure in Fig. 7 relies on the assumption |E REF P − E x, f P | ≪ FOT, see Section IV A. However, in general Fig. 8 shows that when the FOT is specified, the expansion-reduction procedure in Fig. 7 gives single fragment energies that are of the size of the FOT (or smaller).
In Fig. 9 , we have plotted the distributions of the numerical values of the single fragment energy errors |∆E x P | = |E x P − E x, f P | when the orbital spaces [P] EFF have been optimized at the MP2 level of theory to obtain both the MP2 and CCSD single fragment energy errors using the algorithm in Fig. 7 and for decreasing values of the FOT. The MP2 single fragment energy errors are of course the same as in Fig. 8 . However, the CCSD single fragment energy errors are not as well-behaved as in Fig. 8 . For example, for the virtual partitioning scheme, the CCSD errors are in general below the requested precision for FOT = 10 −3 a.u., while single fragment energy errors of 5 · 10 −4 (1 · 10 −4 ) a.u. occur for a FOT of 10 −4 (10 −5 ) a.u. For the occupied partitioning scheme, the single fragment energy errors are surprisingly well-behaved and the CCSD single fragment energy errors are in general of the size of the FOT. From a pragmatic point of view, an important implication is that for the FOTs of practical interest considered here, the local orbital spaces determined at the MP2 level of theory can also be used for CCSD calculations, if only the occupied partitioning is used. This leads to significant savings compared to carrying out the single fragment optimization at the CCSD level of theory, particularly for the largest single fragment calculation (the nth step in Fig. 7 ). It is, however, important to emphasize that a DEC-CCSD calculation with rigorous error control requires that the single fragment optimization is carried out at the combined MP2/CCSD level of theory. This becomes especially important when both partitioning schemes are needed in order to calculate molecular gradients. 28 As a last point of this section, we would like to emphasize the importance of the second part of the single fragment optimization algorithm in Fig. 7 , the single fragment reduction procedure. A comparison of the size of the orbital space before and after the single fragment reduction shows a reduction of the occupied space by 28% on average, while the virtual space is typically reduced by 35% to 40%. In terms of a V 4 O 2 scaling CCSD algorithm, that corresponds to a mean cost reduction of each fragment calculation by more than one order of magnitude. Such savings are crucial to reduce the computational cost for the pair fragments (unions of single fragment spaces) which dominate the calculation.
In conclusion, the numerical data provided in this section support the theoretical analysis in Section III and show that the algorithm in Fig. 7 is a useful practical implementation for determining local orbital spaces.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this article we have carried out a theoretical locality analysis and a subsequent practical implementation to demonstrate how the nonlinear set of CCSD amplitude equations for DEC fragment calculations may be solved to within a desired precision using a restricted set of local HF orbitals. A practical algorithm for determining the local orbital spaces needed to obtain the single fragment (and hence pair fragment) energies to within the requested precision has been implemented based on the principles identified in the theoretical analysis. The practical algorithm is focused on determining the smallest possible single fragment spaces (within the desired precision) in order to reduce the cost for the time-dominating pair fragment calculations as much as possible. We have finally demonstrated the numerical effectiveness and robustness of the single fragment optimization algorithm. In short, a solid theoretical foundation for local CCSD calculations and the identification of local orbital spaces has been established.
With the theoretical analysis, we have identified two error sources that are present when the single fragment energy is evaluated in a restricted orbital space, i.e., (a) the direct energy contribution of omitted orbitals and (b) the relaxation effects of omitted space components when solving the amplitude equations. When solving the CCSD amplitude equations in a restricted orbital space, four distinct relaxation mechanisms have been identified, i.e., a relaxation through (1) nonvanishing Fock matrix elements, (2) non-vanishing charge distributions in the two-electron integrals, (3) long-range (dipole-dipole) contributions in the two-electron integrals, and (4) long-range (charge-polarization) contributions from the T 1 -transformed Fock matrix. Mechanism (1) was found to be the dominant mechanism, and only when higher precision is requested (FOT < 10 −4 a.u.) mechanisms (2)-(4) become important. It was demonstrated that the effects of mechanisms (2) and (3) had a similar spatial extent as mechanism (1), while the effects of mechanism (4) could be partially remedied by constructing an approximate long-range T 1 transformed density matrix with singles amplitude contributions from all single fragments. For the occupied partitioning scheme, the single fragment orbital spaces may be determined at the MP2 level for a DEC-CCSD calculation, while, for the virtual partitioning scheme, it is in general necessary to determine the single fragment orbital spaces at the CCSD level to ensure robustness of the results. In general, the theoretical and numerical results thus demonstrate that the local orbital spaces are model-and molecule-dependent, underlining the importance of using a black-box algorithm for determining the local orbital spaces. We also acknowledge the PRACE Research Infrastructure resource Curie at the Très Grand Centre de Calcul (TGCC) operated by CEA near Paris, France.
APPENDIX A: CHECKING THE INITIAL CONDITIONS OF THE FRAGMENT ANALYSIS
The prerequisites for the theoretical fragment analysis in Section III were that the two-electron integrals and the Fock matrix decay with the distance seen from a specific center P in the molecule. In this appendix, we numerically verify this assumption. In Fig. 10 , we display the decay of the Fock matrix and the two-electron integrals from the perspective of the centers used in Section III C. For simplifying the plots, only the maximum value within intervals of 1.3 Å is given.
From Fig. 10 , it is evident that the initial assumptions of Section III hold for all three chosen fragments, although there are minimal differences for the systems. Note that for all three systems, the virtual-virtual block (blue circles) of the Fock matrix (mechanism 1) has the largest contributions at a given distance. The observed difference between the charge distribution decay (red pluses, mechanism 2) and the long-range dipole-dipole decay (cyan triangles, mechanism 3) of the two-electron integrals for the three fragments under investigation is minimal.
In Fig. 11 we compare the (charge distribution) decay of the singles (blue circles) and doubles (green x) amplitudes for the three fragments under investigation. As expected, the doubles amplitude decays roughly follow the decay behaviours of the corresponding two-electron integrals (mechanism 2) in Fig. 10 and thus the decay is slowest for system (iii).
APPENDIX B: DEFINING LOCALITY OF MOLECULAR ORBITALS AND SINGLE FRAGMENT EXTENTS
In a DEC calculation, a localized HF MO φ P r is assigned to the atomic site P where its Löwdin atomic charge Q r atom is largest. In case two atoms have similar Löwdin atomic charges, it is not important which atom a local orbital is assigned to, since the fragment optimization procedure ensures that the local orbital spaces are adapted to the specific orbital assignment, such that the atomic fragment energy is determined to the requested precision. Even though the bulk of φ P r is confined to a small volume of space, φ P r has small FIG. 10. The decay of the occupied-occupied Fock matrix elements F i j with i ∈ P, j ∈ [P] (mechanism 1, green x) and the virtual-virtual Fock matrix elements F ab with a ∈ P, b ∈ [P] (mechanism 1, blue circles) with the distance from the chosen sites P for systems (i), (ii), and (iii) is compared to the charge distribution decay in the two-electron integrals g ai b j with i, j, b ∈ P, a ∈ [P] (mechanism 2, red pluses) and the long-range dipole-dipole decay in g ai b j with i, a ∈ P, j, a ∈ [P] (mechanism 4, cyan triangles).
FIG. 11. The decay behaviours of the singles (blue circles) and doubles (green x) amplitudes with the distance to the chosen sites P of systems (i), (ii), and (iii).
expansion coefficients on AOs located some distance away from P. In this appendix we describe how this tail region may be treated without considering explicitly the AOs at which the small expansion coefficients are situated. This development is used to reduce the number of AOs and thereby the number of AO integrals which have to be evaluated. The procedure described here is very similar to the one described in Section 6.1 of Ref. 26 . However, there are subtle differences, and for completeness the current implementation of the procedure is summarized here. The HF orbital φ P r ,
may be approximated in the following way:
where theμ-summation is restricted to AOs which in some sense are neighboring the atomic site P (to be detailed below). The expansion coefficients ofφ P r may be determined from a least squares fit, i.e., by minimizing the function f (c P ),
with respect to thec coefficients. This gives the expansion coefficientsc
where the dimensions of the overlap matrices are defined by the restrictions that are imposed on the AO indices, i.e., Sμν = ⟨ χμ| χν⟩,
Sν η = ⟨ χν| χ η ⟩.
For each MO φ P r , a prioritized list of AOs may be generated by quantifying the importance of each AO χ µ according to its Löwdin charge Q r µ , noting that the sum over all Löwdin charges for MO φ P r equals one. We include AOs from this list until one minus the sum of Löwdin charges is smaller than a given threshold δ,
where δ is a small prefixed number. This procedure defines a set of AOs for each MO φ P r , which we denote the orbital extent {φ P r }. The union of orbital extents for all MOs in the effective orbital space [P] EFF is denoted the atomic fragment extent {P}. The {P} space defines the set of AOs used to describe the MOs in single fragment P, i.e., it defines the restriction on theμ-summation in Eq. (B2). Thus, all MOs in the fragment are fitted using the same set of AOs to ensure a uniform description. We note that a screening of atomic centers in accordance with Eq. (B7) was used by Boughton and Pulay 42 for the occupied HF orbitals as a completeness criteria for the assignment of local excitation spaces.
In practice we use δ = 0.05 to define the orbital extents. This might appear to be a very crude value; however, the effect of approximating the MOs is minor because they are fitted using the union of all orbital extents. In particular, for the MOs close to site P (large single fragment energy contributions), the fitting procedure has virtually no effect, while it slightly modifies the MOs far from P (small single fragment energy contributions). The fitting procedure therefore has a very minor effect on the single fragment energy. Furthermore, each step of the fragment expansion in Fig. 7 not only includes new energy contributions and new coupling effects by including more MOs, but it also improves the description of the MOs already included in the previous fragment ({P} is enlarged). The effect of the approximation in Eq. (B2) is thus automatically taken into account by the fragment optimization procedure.
